
Imagine that you have 2 spare hours

How would you spend this time?
What are you passionate about?
Given the TIME, which activities
would excite you?.... maybe...



Impact of not having SPARE TIME..

Overburdened - hence Burnouts..
High STRESS - resulting in Physical
& mental health concerns
Poor implementation of learnings
from training interventions - {ROTI}



We help you generate SPARE TIME !

After completing all the tasks assigned



To generate SPARE time, let's first identify the
top 2-3 'time consuming activities'

Results of our informal survey suggest that most executives
spend most of their time in: (depending on sector & role)

READING MEETINGS CORE FUNCTIONS



Assuming one reads for 3 hours @ 100 words a minute...

What if they are able to DOUBLE this speed -
- with Understanding?

We might spend 3 hrs daily - looking for Creative Solutions!

What if they are able to increase their CREATIVITY
& MEMORY?

Executives spend time in decision making, planning, thinking 

What if they are able to feed information in a
'Brain-friendly' way, increasing its' effectiveness?



Our modules of:
"MIND MAPS",

'Speed Reading',
"Memory",
'Creativity',

"Leadership"

Ensure that you 'generate' 2-3 hours SPARE - EVERYDAY!



Development

Tree

R o o t  =  B R A I N

T h e

B r a n c h e s  =

T N A  p o i n t s

T N A



All TNA findings need the BRAIN to be trained!

It might be a good idea to learn more about the
ONLY organ responsible for Learning



And.... This is exactly what we help you do..

Increase the Effective usage of the Brain.
Generate SPARE TIME
Improve Efficiency, Productivity
Enhance Reading speeds, and other Brain related
skills like decision making, problem solving,
planning, RnD, strategic thinking, Creativity etc. etc.
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